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LOVECRAFT'S LITERARY EX ECU TO R
Who was Lovecraft's literary executor? Without question Robert
H. Barlow during his lifetime was considered to be by those involved with Lovecraft's writings, by the general public, and even after
his death by present day Lovecraft scholars.
But how did Barlow
become nominated to this position?
A few months before Lovecraft's death his aunt, Mrs. Annie E.P.
Gamwell, by chance saw him write a document consisting of two leaves
of notes; these he placed in a used envelope labelled "Instructions
in Case of Oec e a s e
which he then set among personal papers he kept
in a cabinet in his room. l
When Barlow arrived in Providence shortly after Lovecraft's
funeral, she showed Barlow this document, which included directions
for him to attend to certain ~atters. Mrs.Gamwell copied it in
longhand, saying "she wished the original as a sad momento," and
gave Barlow the facsimile and the original envelope.
The text of the original docu~ent can be established only from
this purported true facsimile.
What does it say? The first page
begins, "All files of weird magazines, scrapbooks not wanted by
A.E.P.G., all original ms s , to R.H. Barlow, my literary executive. 1I
(Lovecraft obviously meant "executor.")
Before we go further, we should inquire exactly what a literary executor is.
De Camp states that IIWhile common in the literary world, the office of literary executor has no legal standing.
The literary executor is merely someone whom the testator recommends as qualified to tidy up his writings: to sell rights yet unsold, to arrange for completion and publication of works in progress,
and so on.
The executor may take this person's advice but is not
bound by it."2
Another authority states that the function of a literary executive is to handle an author's unpublished manuscripts after his
death, offering the example of Ernest Hemingway, who empowered one
for such a p~rpose.3
Jones' Legal Forms includes this example: "As I have various
and sundry mss. which have not yet been published, I appoint
as my literary executor and bequeath to him as such all my mss.,
papers, and letters, and desire him to have such of them published
as it is practicable ••• 11 4
Did Lovecraft's "Instructions ••• " follow the unanimous canons
j
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of these authorities?
Decidedly not.
In fact, what wishes the
document does contain are not specified that Barlow perform, an oversight from which it might be argued that they pertained to someone
else as their performer.
When you think about it, the functions of
a literary executor follow closely those of a literary agent, the
difference being that the author is dead in the first case and living
in the second.
All the document says about manuscripts is that they
are "original," not that Barlow was to publish them or have them
published.
Nor does it designate him to make testamentary disposition
of magaziries and books; that chore is only inferential.
Because of these irregularities, it is appropriate to deliberate
if the document is legally valid in its other features.
We are struck
immediately with the realization that it lacked the formal construction required in a will (it is neither dated nor signed by witnesses).
There is no record that the original holographic document was ever
submitted for probate.
And the surviving facsimile is not in itself
prima facia evidence that its contents are a letter perfect facsimile
of the original.
But what of the remainder of its contents? In addition to the
distribution already spoken of, there was the statement that "Mrs.
D.W. Bishop, 5001 Sunset Drive, Kansas City, Mo., owes H.P. Lovecraft
$26 for revision work."
It seems obvious that Lovecraft was using
a literary executor to collect debts for literary revisions as well
as for disposing of his literary possessions.
What the executor of Lovecraft's will, Albert Baker, thought of
the document seems certain (as will be later shown): he would have
preferred to ignore it, since it infringed on his own duties.
On the back of page two of the "Instructions ••• " facsimile is
penciled an undated note from "Bob" to "August" inquiring if two
excerpts were from completed scripts or were plans for contemplated
stories.
We may assume these two persons were Barlow and Derleth,
and the two excerpts probably the mss. fragments mentioned in an
exchange of letters between Baker and Barlow which I shall cite later
in this article.
The point is that Derleth may actually have read
this facsimile of the "Instructions ••• "5
.
Several days after his arrival in Providence, Mrs. Gamwell
signed a contract with Barlow.
This contract unquestionably made him
Lovecraft's literary executor, where the "Instructions •.. " could be
only surmised to do so.
The latter merely bequeathed the manuscripts
to Barlow; however,the contract did not only this, but also stated
that Lovecraft had "expressed a wish and desire" that Barlow handle
"publishing and republishing the said mss., published or unpublished."
Lovecraft may have communicated this to Barlow verbally, but such understandings are hard to authenticate if one of the parties is dead.
The final clause in the contract obligates Barlow to pay Mrs. Gamwell
all receipts'less a three percent commission of the gross amount
received. 6
The ink was hardly dry on the contract before August Derleth began attempts to impress Barlow that the contract was void.
Derleth
began with the claim that he held releases for almost everything
Lovecraft had had printed.
This was probably based on an authorization that Lovecraft had given Derleth in 1936 to market a book
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collection of his stories.
Next he warned Barlow that since the latter was a minor the contract might be invalid under Rhode Island Law. 8 He followed this with
the reminder that Lovecraft had a~pointed Julius Schwartz as his
agent in 1936,9 implying that this took precedence over any posthumous
appointments made by heirs. (Here Derleth contradicted his own claim
cited in the previous page.)
Derleth's final argument was that Mrs. Gamwell lacked legal title
to contraqt out the Lovecraft manuscripts.
Only Sonia Davis, his
widow, could do so, he implied. I O But Rhode Island is one of the few
states where marriage does not automatically revoke a spouse's prior
will made previous to marriage. II
Were Derleth's admonitions to Barlow self-serving harassment or
merely friendly advice? Whatever the psychology behind them, their
effect was apparently to dissuade Barlow from a~vety agenting Lovecraft's manuscripts.
Sometime between April 5,1937 and June 23, 1938,
he voluntarily relinquished his role in favour of Derleth. 1 2
If the reader finds this conclusion unacceptable, there is Barlow's own explanation: he told Baker that he stood aside voluntarily
in favour of Derleth's superior opportunities in the market Qlace, and
that he was recuperating from an illness of long duration. I j In
slightly different phrasing he reiterated almost the same story to
Robert A. Lowndes six months later. 1 4
It is important to ask if this meant that Barlow terminated his
contract.
I would say that he never did.
Here is the evidence: First
of all, during June, 1938 he proceeded unilaterally to publish and
copyright in his own name Lovecraft's Commonplace Book, and confided 15
to Claire Beck, its printer, that Derleth had " no power to interfere. tI
Second, Baker, in October, 1938, complimented Barlow for giving Derleth a free hand in marketing Lovecraft material, and not invoking
his agreement with Mrs. Gamwell.13 Third, in December, 1938 Barlow
published and copyrighted in his own name Leaves II, containing three
unpublished story fragments by Lovecraft. 1 6 I believe two of these
are the same ones referred to on the back of page two of the t1In_
s t r u c t t o n s ... " Fourth, in 1940 and a qa i n in 1943 Barlow contributed
to Golden Atom five Lovecraft items; four of these were in the public
domain, but the fifth was theretofore unpublished. 1 7 Last of all, he
contributed to The Acolyte in 1942 and 1943 six Lovecraft pieces;
three were in the public domain, two were unpublished, and one comprises excerpts from a letter whose copyright status I do not know. 1 8
Had Barlow terminated his contract, he would scarcely have done these
things with impunity.
We should also remember that this contract obligated Barlow to
pay Mrs. Gamwell a commission for any publication sales made.
After
The Commonplace Book appeared she received ten dollars.
This seems
to be the sole cash disbursement made. 1 2 The periodicals cited above
were products of amateur journalists, who traditionally pay for submissions with copies of their publications rather than in cash. Whether Mrs. Gamwell received these, or whether Barlow notified her of
their appearance, we do not know.
Gratis printing of such Lovecraft
items would not necessarily amount to a breach of contract, for Barlow could argue that they were unsaleable elsewhere.
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Mrs. Gamwell's letters to Barlow, though diffident to an extreme, occasionally reveal vexatious feelings.
Whether these result
from importunities she may have received from Derleth to remove Barlow as literary executor is hard to say.
But there is an alternative
explanation for he growing disillusionment with Barlow. After he
left Providence, says De Camp, "he answered letters vaguely, late,
or not at all."19
When Barlow did write, the effect was obstructive.
For example,
he attempted to discourage Derleth from including "Through the Gates
oft h e Si l'v e r Key" in The 0u t sid era n dOt her s, say in g t hat L0 v e c r aft
had told him he was dissatisfied with it.
Barlow even attempted to
enlist Mrs. Gamwell's aid, but she agreed with Derleth, who argued
that a writer is not always the best judge of his own work. 20 Barlow
was within his rights in taking this stand, yet seemed unwilling to
act in more than a purely advisory capacity.
But by declining to
oppose the combined Derleth-Gamwell "majority" he seriously weakened
the authority of his literary executorship.
A year later more of Mrs. Gamwell's doubts bubbled to the surface: "I am so glad you have told me how affairs stand concerning
my Howard's work and your great work with the mss.
You see I know
noth~ng except that Derleth was doing so much and I have hesitated
to ask either of you for I feared mixing things up."21
Whatever her suspicions and dissatisfactions were, Mrs. Gamwell
eventually confided them to the family lawyer, who on October 7, 1938
sent the following letter to Barlow at his Kansas City address:

"DeaJL

S~JL:

I a.6 Exec..utoJL 06 the W~Le.. 06 HowaJLd P. Lovec..JLa6t, have JLe.c..e.ntfy be.e.n ~n60JLme.d 06 the. AgJLe.e.me.nt be.twee.n you and MJL.6. Ann~e. E.P.
Gamwe.ff, do.t.ed MaJLc..h 26, 1937, JLe.fat~ve. to the. Manu.6c..JL~pt.6 06 MJL,
Lovec..JLa6t and the pubf~c..at~on, typed on ~n fonghand, 06 the. .6ame., and
to pay he.n aff JLe.c..e.~pt.6 6JLom .6uc..h pubf~c..at~on.6 le..6.6 a 3 pe.n c..e.nt
c..omm~.6.6~on to you.
Af.6o, I am ~n60JLme.d that sh.e pe.JLm"ctte.d you to taRe. MJL, Love.c..JLa6t'.6
Manu.6c..JL"cpt.6, 6"cle 06 We.~JLd Tafe..6 and we.~JLd magaz"cne..6, and the. bOOR.6
o~ Dun.6any, CfaJLR A.6hton Sm"cth, Sam Lo v emo.n , and FJLanR Be.lRnap Long
In,, and many o t.tie». bOOR.6 and magaz"cne..6. Th"c.6 wa.6 done w~thout my
Rnowfe.dge OJL c..on.6ent a.6 ~.6 Exec..utoJL. I am ~n60nmed that s o.i.d Manu.6c..JL~pt.6, We.~JLd Tale.6 and we"cJLd magaz~ne.6,
and s o.i.d au t.ho n».' bOOR.6 aJLe.
06 .6ub.6tantial value; and Mn.6, Gamwell'.6 6~nanc..~al a66a"cn.6 ane. .60 poon
that .6he w~ff need afl that c..an be de.JL"cved 6JLom h~.6 E.6tate..
Mn.6. Gamweff ha.6 ~n60nme.d me. that .6he wa.6 JLu.6he.d by you the. day
a6teJL the 6uneJLaf and when .6he wa.6 "cn no pJLopen c..ond"ct"con to act to
do what .6he. d"cd. MJL. Lovec..JLa6t'.6 E.6tate "c.6 .60 .6mafl and "cn .6uch a
.6tate that e.ve.n h"c.6 6une.JLal expen.6e.6 have not be.e.n pa"cd "cn 6ufl.
She and I aJL~ w"cll"cng that you have the othen bOOR.6 and magaz"cne.6 06
a ge.ne.JLaf and not a we~JLd natUJLea.6 they do not have .6ub.6tantial
man e. y val u e •
I undeJL.6tand that you have pa.6.6ed on .6ome 06 the manu.6c..n"cpt.6 to
Me.6.6JL.6, Augu.6t Deueth and Donald Wandne~ w~th a v~ew that the.y ecLlt
the .6ame and .6ec..une the"cJL publ"cc..ation "cn !.lome. magaz"cne oJL magaz"cne.!.l
wh"cc..h they aJLe w"clf"cng to do w"cthout c..haJLge .60 that MJL.6. Gamwe.fl w"cfl
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neQe~ve the ent~ne ~um~ obta~ned, w~thout any Qomm~~~~on deduQt~on.
Th~~ wouid be benen~Q~ai to hen, and a!.l you ane a nn~end On heIL!.l, 1

~nnen

that you w~ii be d~!.lpo~ed to do what w~ii be non helL bene6~t.
Gamweii neQentiy neQe~ved nnom Cia~ne BeQk $70 non a pubi~!.lhed
Commo n pr a c:e: ~maii pamphlet 06 an am at.eu n. na iu n.e , and t~~ ~~ the only
amount neQe~ved nnom you by hen anten the yeaIL and a haln that ha!.l
iap~ed ~~nQe you got the manu~Qn~pt!.l.
I unden!.ltand that you aILe ~n Mex~Qo on penhap~ now ~n Cal~60ILn~a,
and not ~~ a po~~~on to aQQompi~!.lh the publ~Qat~on 06 ~!.l w~~ng!.l,
and nunthun that you ane a m~non 06 the age 0 -6 e~ghteen ueans , and
!.l0 Qouid not make a val~d QontnaQt.
Thene60ne unden all the Q~nQum~tanQe~ 1 mU!.lt neque~t and demand
that you netunn to me a!.l Ex e cu t.o n. all s a.i.d manu!.lQ~pt!.l, 6~le 06 We~ILd
Taie~, we~nd magaz~ne!.l, and !.la~d authon~' book!.l now ~n youn pO!.l!.le!.l!.l~on
on unden youlL QontlLol, and keep~ng only !.luQh book!.l a!.l 06 a geneILai and
not a we~nd natuILe.
1 he a»: that you aILe on have been ~li, but let me he.o:« 6nom you
a!.l s oon a~ you ane abc e. to do so , 16 not at th~~ t~me Qonven~ent
60n you to pay the eo s t: 06 the n e tu n.«, I w~il pay the !.lame. 1 am
ma~i~ng a QOPY 06 th~!.l ietten to Cia~ILe BeQk at 27 P.O. Box, Lakepont, Cai~-6onn~a."
Mn~.

Barlow's reply to Albert Baker's letter was dated October 12,
1938 and is as follows:

"Dean

S~n:

Youn letten 06 OQtobelL 7th ha!.l neaQhed me hene ~n QaILbon
QOPY.
I am neQupena~ng 6nom a iong and dangenou~ ~Ltne.6!.l, but w~ii
endeavon to an!.lwen ~t, beg~nn~ng w~th a neQap~tula~on 06 Qenta~n
event!.l. When Howand LoveQna6t d~ed, he ie6t a manu!.lQn~pt memonandum
(pnepaned Ln the autumn 06 7936)--doubtie~!.l !.l~ll ~n the oos s es s Lo n
06 MIL!.l. Gamweii--negand~ng xh e. d~!.lpo!.l~~on 0 6 ~~ l~bnany and i~tenany
wonk!.l w~Qh he d~d not Qon!.l~den 06 !.lu66~Qent ~mpontanQe to ~nQOILponate
~n the 60nmai w~ll.
Th~!.l !.lpeQ~6~ed "all my manu!.lQn~pt!.l to go to R.H.
Bauow, my i~tenaILy e xe cu r.c ve ", and, 6unthuIL, "6~n!.lt cho i.c e. 06 we~nd
bOOR!.l and magaz~ne!.l to R.H. Bauow."- 1 have a QOPY 06 th~~ wh~c.h
Mn!.l. Gamweii iono :« out 60IL me, but w~!.lh~n9 ar.s o to have hen iegal
Qon6~nma~on, had the QOntILaQt 06 Manc.h 26, 7937 dn.auin up.
Nowa!.l
to matten~ co v e.n e.d by t~!.l co nOca e t :
(7.) Manu!.lQn~pt!.l (holognaphJ: welLe ~nvolved only ~n the Qa!.le
06 two on thILee we~nd 6nagment!.l 06 a 6ew page!.l eaQh, wn~tten c.~nQa
7922; and at.so ~n the Qa!.le 06 non-we~lLd pnoduQ~on!.l done on Qomm~!.l!.l~on
a!.l 9 h0!.l t - wn~ ~ n 9 . 0 6 the ext ant we~ IL d hoI 09 nap h M.s • 6nom ~!.l pen,
alt but 60un had been g~ven me dUIL~ng ~!.l 1~6e~me, aQc.ompan~ed by
ietten~ 06 pn e.s en ra t.Lon ,
(The!.le 60UIL ane ~n the po s s es s Lo n 06 Me!.l!.ln!.l.
Samuei Lo v ema.n , Duane R~mel, and a paILty unknown to me.) 1 have depo~~ted the l1iajo~ty 06 tho!.le 1 have ~n a publ~Q QolieQ~on 60n
pne!.lenva~on, but ~~nQe they ane pen!.lonai g~6t!.l 06 a date pnev~ou!.l
to ~~ death, they do not QonQenn U!.l helLe. The type~Qn~pt~ and Qanbon
Qop~e~ I took Qhange 06 ~n ManQh 7937 aILe onty 06 textuai value, nathen than b~bl~ogILaph~c..
(2.) tso o es 6nom ~!.l l~bnany: 1 !.leleQted two ca.nt.o ns 06 xh e».« w~th
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the- pe-nm-t.6.6ion 06 Mn.6. Gamwe-ii, and added them to my p!1..ivate- iibnany
whic.h i.6 now te-mpona!1..iiy in s t on.a ae , You wiii nec.aii it wa!.> hi!.> wi!.>h
that I have- the!.>e, a!.> he .6aid in ii6e and nec.onded in hi.6 In!.>tnuc.tion!.>
in Ca!.>e 06 Ve-c.e-a!.>e. The-ne- wa!.> ai!.>o a 6iie 06 Weind Taie-.6 a~d a 6ew
~.6.6ue-.6 06 anothe-n magazine I had bou.nd and given him ••• aii 06 which
ne-tunne-d to me- unde-n the.6e- s a d c.Ln cum s ca.n c e:s , Othe-n booas whic.h I
had give-n to him I did not take-, though Mn!.>. Gamwe-ii 066e-ned me the-m;
though I did take two !.>maii !.>tiii-ii6e- painting!.> .6he gave to me. A!.>
ne-c.en:tiy a!.> a month ago !.>he authonized ~he !.>ending 06 the!.>e magazine.6
(pneviou!.>iy .6toned 60n me- in he-n hamel to me; an openation pen60nmed
by Ciaine- Bec.k.
(3.1 My po!.>ition a!.> age-nt 60n the- 1A.6.: In Manch 06 1937 theneappeaned no othen pe-n!.>on to a ct: in thi!.> capac.ity. With Mn. Ve-!1..ieth'!.>
iaten 06nen to do .60 I have- c.oopenated 6uiiy, at no time- invoking the
contnact de-!.>pite- iaboun and e-xpe-n.6e- whic.h I have- inc.ide-ntaiiy c.ontnibuted. Thi!.> ho:; be-en e-xpiaine-d to IAn!.>. Gamwe-ii. I wouid not,
houiev e.n., a!.> you a!.>.6ume, be unabie to ac.c.ompii!.>h pubiic.ation my!.>ei6
i6 s u c.h. action we-ne de-!.>inabie-. It i!.> meneiy that I !.>tanda!.>ide voiunta!1..iiy in 6avoun 06 Mn. Venieth'.6 .6upenion oppontunitie!.>. A.6 60n
deiay in pubiic.ation, i6 Mn. Ve!1..ieth ha!.> accompii!.>hed the- .6aie 06 a
coiiection on anything a.6ide 6nom puip pubiic.ation, he ha.6 not tnoubied
to in60nm me. The Commonpiace Book wa!.> taken 6nom a manu.6cnipt given
me in 1934, a.6 you may ob.6enve 6nom the text, and the payment !.>ent
hen wa.6 ie.6.6 obiigatony than a token 06 .6ince!1..ity.
I am .6onny that Mn.6. Gamwui beiieve.6--a.6 you .6tate--.:that I"nu.6hed hen" in 6ui6iiiing Howand'.6 in.6tnucUon.6.
It had been my hope to
n.e.a eh. Pno v.i.d e.n c e. be60ne hi.6 death--when I c.o o.t.d not, I went to give
what -6ma.e.i aid I couid. A!.> s he wiii teii you, I knew hi.6 iitenany
a66ain!.> betten than anyone er.s e., and it i.6 not without .6igni6ic.anc.e
that he wi-6hed me, and not Mn. Ve!1..ieth, on Mn. Wal1dnei, on .6ome ot.h e».
pen!.>on, to take cane 06 them~
A c..opy 06 thi.6 t.e.t t.e». wiii n.e.a.ch. Mn-6. GamwUi--I am moved by the
keene-6.:t de-6ine to coopenate with hen; but in view 06 .:the above-mentioned c.-tncum.6tance!.> , not, penhap.6, 6uiiy f2.nown to you, canno t: 6eei
o.biiged to c.ompiy with qou»: demand-6 •. It A..!.> iml11ea.6unabiy depne.6!.>ing
to be con6nonted with !.>uch an attitude oven the gi6t.6 and wiii 06
my dead 6n-tend.6."
Baker replied promptly as follows on October 19, 1938:

"Vean Sin:
YOun ietten 06 the 72-tn.6t. nec.eive-d and c.ontent.6 noted,
panticuia!1..iy in60nmation a.6 to .s ome matten.6 not pneviou.6iy known
to me and e.6peciaiiy youn .6tate-ment unden 306 youn ietten .•.
Here Baker quotes the first two sentences from this part of Barlow's
letter.

Unden.6tanding .:that you have and wiii coopenate with Mn. Ver~eth,
inne.6pective 06 Mn.6. Gamweii'.6 agneement with you, Mn. Ve!1..ieth a!.> I
un de.n.s xan d not a!.>king 60n any commi!.>!.>ion on any pubiication 06 the
Lovecna6t M.6., I do not .s e e why I a!.> Ex e.curo ): am 6unthun intene!.>ted,
a.6 my de!.>ine wa-6 to avoid pO.6!.>ibie .con6iict between two on mone
pen!.>on.6 exenci!.>ing iitenany executon!.>hip and to pne!.>enve any !.>ub-
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J.dantial JU.ght.6 a n the t s xo :« noJt the benenit on MJt.6. Gall1wul. All
appeaJt.6 to be veJty nJU.end.ty to MJt.6. Gamw~l, and .6he meJtit.6 and need.6
help on good nJtiend.6.
Relying on youJt QoopeJtation with Augu.6t DeJtleth, and with Donald WandJtei to any extent the latteJt Qan aid DeJtleth, and giving
them a nJtee hand in editing and .6eQuJting the publiQation 06 the On
the HowaJtd P. LoveQJtant wftiting.6 without JtegaJtd to youJt agJteement
with MJt.6. Gamwell, I withdJtaw my demand a.6 hi.6 ExeQutoJt Qontained
-tn my let.;teJt to you on OQto beJt t t.n,
I thin~ that theJte hal., been .6ome ll1i.6undeJt.6tanding whiQh could
have been avo-tded -ttl you and I had been .60 .6ituated that we could
have had a peJt.6onal inteJtview and di.6Qu.6.6ed the matteJt."
A number of interesting things become clarified by this exchange
of letters.
Besides faulting Barlow for carting off sundry personal
possessions of the deceased, Baker raised the issue (quite possibly
as a bluff) that Barlow's minority impeded him from making a valid
contract.
Barlow's defense for removing the possessions was to cite Lovecraft's "Instructions ... "; the issue of his minority he ignored.
Barlow may well have known that a minor is not forbidden by law from
entering into contractual arrangements, and that although such a contract is binding on both parties, only the minor has the option to
break it with legal impunity.22 His designating as merely "a token
of sincerity" the ten dollars sent Mrs. Gamwell after publication of
the Commonplace Book may indicate that the latter was but marginally-if at all--profitable.
Baker's second letter refers to matters he had "not previously
known." One wonders if he had actually seen the "Instructions ••• "
document.
In any event, his handling of the issues raised by Mrs.
Gamwell was hardly satisfactory to her, in the light of her subsequent letters.
When Barlow sent her his correspondence with Baker,
she responded: "I know that legally I was too hasty ••• and let you
have the items Howard suggested, not waiting for legal authority ••• I 23
V1U.6t go see Mr. Baker--I want to know what he thinks of your letter."
And a second month later she wrote Barlow: "I simply mus ; not worry
any more over the books and magazines I let you have--I mU.6t have
peace! Legally I had no right to give anything away and some have been
very jealously looking into my rights--but I am not able to stand any
more nervous strain. "24 This leads us to the conviction that not all
of the agitation this lady felt was due to any peccadillos of Barlow,
for the "some" can refer only to other interested parties.
By September, 1938, then, it is apparent that Lovecraft's literary
executor--de facto--changed from Barlow alone to a combination of Barlow and Derleth.
Be t we en t h en and January, 1941--the exact date is unknown--this
strange dual entity evolved into an even more unprecedented quartet
consisting of Derleth, Wandrei, Barlow, and the "estate of Lovecraft"
that"worked in concerL" After Mrs. Gamwell died in 1941, Derleth
stated that her estate filled the vacancy formerly occupied by the
Lovecraft estate. 2 5 In the sparse statements about this quadriparite
t
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body's policy deliberations I have never seen either the Gamwell estate or its executor, Ralph Greenlaw, mentioned as actually participating in any way.
The next account of this composite group appeared in August,
1950, when it had inexplicably mutated into the triumvirate of Derleth, Wandrei, and Barlow.
Elimination of the Gamwell estate's representatives and heirs was never explained.
We know of the mutation
because of its reaction to a request of James W. Thomas.
Thom~s was a student at Brown University when he selected Lovecraft as the subject for his Maste~'s thesis.
He wrote Barlow for
permission to view the Lovecraft letters and manuscripts in the John
Hay Library.26 When the thesis was finished, he offered to send Barlow a copy to read, but never received any answer. 2 7 This, as we have
seen, was not uncharacteristic of Barlow. 1 9
Thomas' faculty advisor liked the thesis well enough to recommend
its publication.
Thomas felt that since Derleth and/or Arkham House
apparently owned the Lovecraft literary rights, he would have to
approach Derleth for permission, and ••• well, Derleth had a reputation
for being difficult, didn't he?28
Winfield Townly Scott, a poet and journalist on the staff of the
Providence Journal, was approached as a middleman to smooth the way.
Scott had written a number of essays on Lovecraft and his works, and
had contributed to the Arkham House book Marginalia.
Thereafter,
Thomas sent a copy of his thesis to Derleth shortly after mid-June,
1950. 2 8
Soon after receiving the thesis, Derleth read it and wrote Thomas
that he was against publication because it was biased in favor of
Sonis Greene, and also because it did not present the whole man.
But
he would refer it to Barlow and Wandrei, and abide by the result of a
three way vote.
When Thomas informed Scott of Derleth's reaction,
Scott replied candidly, "Of course the reasonable response to August
Derleth is balls.
If only, unfortunately, it were not h~ who has
you by them. "29
Before any vote could take place, Thomas elected to refute Derleth's cri t l c Ls m,
He wrote him that .h I.s thesis made no pretense of
presenting the whole man.
He denied any bias in favor of Sonia Greene.
If the thesis supported Sonia's account of their married life, the
evidence was drawn from Lovecraft's own letters, not from any fabrications of Thomas.
Derleth now wrote Barlow that his personal decision was negative,
but that he would be guided by Barlow's reaction.
(This careful
approach, and its appeal to Barlow's vanity, contrasts sharply with
his handling of the earlier dispute over reprinting "The Gates of the
Silver Key.") He also told Barlow that Thomas had seen only the letters
Lovecraft had written his aunts; that Thomas' portrayal of Lovecraft
paralleled Sonia Grenne's--in Thomas' words as 'sexless, sapless, supine, sel fish, a sissy, a Mama's boy"; that Thomas could not portray
the whole man, which only the letters to others would disclose; and
that Thomas had diligently chosen passages to show Lovecraft's racial
prejudices. 28
Thomas was never informed on the result of the vote.
In fact,
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he doubted one ever took place until I assured him that a letter on
the subject (but not the vote's result) exists in the microfilmed
record of Barlow's papers.
The result of all this is that Thomas' thesis has never been
published in its entirety.
An abridged version has appeared 30,
which Thomas agrees is 'horribly butchered." Neither have the letters
quoted in the thesis been included in Lovecraft's Selected Letters-or, if they have been, the passages supporting Thomas and offensive
to Derleth have been expunged.
Thomas goes on to say, "Encouraged I suppose by the fact that
Derleth had permitted publication of the bowdlerized version, I
wrote him again about permission to bring it out intact as a book •••
He replied with an offer to read the mss. once more.
Sending Eisner
a full mss. for Fresco had left me with only one copy of my own,
so I wrote Ste~e, suggesting that he send the Fresco copy on to Derleth.
I never heard furthur from either Derleth or Eisner.,,31
The reason for presenting the Thomas incident in such detail
is to show the tremendous influence that Derleth had over control
of Lovecraft material.
Derleth later stated that the "obligation that Barlow had as
literary executor of the HPL work came to Arkham House after Barlow's
death in 1951. ,,32 His use of the word 'obligation' is interesting, for
no legal succession could in any way be based on any of Lovecraft's
"Instructions ••• " The contract between Barlow and Gamwell might be
transferred or assigned to another person, since it involves money
and property.33 But would not the death of both parties effectively
terminate it?
There are other possibilities.
Barlow could have conferred this
'obligation' (empty as I believe it is) by some written instrument.
He could, for instance, bequeathe it in his will.
But did he leave
a will? His brother, Wayne Barlow, did not know.
On the other hand,
the interstate distribution of Barlow's estate proves that either
no will existed or none was found. 3 4 And none of this explains Derleth's claim that Arkham House became Lovecraft's literary executor.
Not only is this succession shrouded in mystery, but also the
non-performance of certain duties associated with the office.
I sought
in vain for copyright renewals of some twenty Lovecraft stories published in Weird Tales.
Later I hired the Copyright Office to certify
if one of them, "The Rats in the Walls," had ever had its copyright
renewed.
They reported that it had not been.
As Barlow died in the
first year that copyright renewals should have begun, he can be absolved of any blame.
That must fall oh August Derleth as dire~tor
of Arkham House, if indeed he/it became literary executor.
The Lovecraft family lawyer, Albert Baker, is on record in 1938
as recognizi09 the existence of a literary executor--not so much because of the "Instructions .•• " document (which clearly conferred the
office on Barlow) as the controversy which had arisen between him and
Derleth.
It is here that obscuration first begins, and as a layman I
fault Baker greatly for not resolving this conflict in .de f Ln l t i v e
terms.
As it is, we are left with ambiguity: did he accept the precatory "Instructions .•• " or simply decide, not wishing to spend more
time on the case, to recognize what was occuring and allow it to con-
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tinue? Baker's second letter to Barlow nowhere states just whom he
considers Lovecraft's literary executor to be, and one tends to
sympathize with Mrs. Gamwell, who remained puzzled and irritated after
the exchange of letters.
The main thing determined was th~ Barlow
voluntarily was allowing Derleth to act for the literary portion
of the estate, and this had already been operationally decided before
Baker intervened.
The second obscuring factor is Barlow's continued passivity.
From what· evidence we have, I should judge that he gradually lost interest in Lovecraft as his attention centered on his own developing
career from the early 1940's on. 3 5 Perhaps he also lacked the will
to do more.
Whatever his faults, Derleth was vitally interested in Lovecraft.
He had been characterized as a "rlo e r !", an active, hard-working person
not likely to allow trivial niceties to stand in the way of an important goal. 3 6 Why, then, would he neglect to renew the Lovecraft
copyrights? The answer is, he c.outd no t., According to copyright law,
only certain persons may renew copyright: the author, his widow, his
children, or the executorof his will (and, by extension, the literary
executor if appointed and recognized by the executor of the will).37
To renew, Derleth would have to show the Register of Copyrights unequivocal evidence that he or Arkham House had become Lovecraft 's
literary executor.
And this, without a relinquishing statement from
Ba r I o w, he co u 1 d not do.
We have no knowledge of any attempt that Albert Baker--if he
was still living--may have made to renew these copyrights; as executor
of Lovecraft's will, he was eligible to do so.
And although divorced
from Lovecraft, his widow may also have been eligible, but here again
we have no evidence that she ever tried.
One is entitled to doubt
if Derleth would have enlisted the help of either; this would not only
have reduced his control, but invited legal complications as well.
Finally,' Derleth himself died in 1971.
Who is Lovecraft 's literary executor at present? Unless some
interested party is willing to undertake a complicated, time-consuming
and expensive litigation to establis·h himself, it is this layman's
opinion that there is none.
In any event, virtually all of the important Lovecraft works, save his letters, are now in the public
domain.
There is little left to fight about. 38
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THE PSEUDONYMOUS LOVECRAFT
1
Willametta Keffer in 1958 gave HPL's name as Howard
P(seudonym) Lovecraft, a facetious reference to his penchant for
a multitude of pen names he once used on his published work in the
amateur press.
Though his middle name really was Phillips, not
Pseudonym, there is something to be said for her humorous suggestion of what his middle initial "P" stood for.
Aside from that, the study of his pseudonyms herein is both
a bibliographic inquiry and an annotative one: bibliographic in
the ascertaining of all the different names used; annotative in
asking various questions such as why they were used, where they
were derived from, etc.
Upon what documentary evidence can we state that Lovecraft
used pseudonyms at all and what they were?
2
Lovecraft himself wrote a correspondent in 1936 that years
before he had written voluminously for the amateur press under a
dozen or more different aliases.
In a letter written in 1918 3 he
listed his verse published from 1914 to 1918 in the amateur press
and gave three pseudonyms he had used: Lewis Theobald, Jr., Ward
Phillips, and Ames Dorrance Rersley (this last given name being
spel t in the A.J. as "Rowley," suggesting an erroneous reading
of the original holographic letter spelling by the editor).
.
Laney and Evans published their'Lovecraft bibliography in
1943 4 in which they stated: "We were fortunate in being able to
consult a story-list made in 1935 by Lovecraft h Lm s e l f v "
Only
two Lovecraft pseudonyms were listed: Albert Frederick Willie and
Lewis Theobald, Jr.
5
In an issue of The Acolyte (circa 1943)
R.H. Barlow wrote:
"Lovecraft gave me this partial list of his pseudonyms about
1934. Most of these were used exclusively in amateur journals of
the UAPA and NAPA, and many were used only once.
This list may
enable the i~dustrious to track down items in the Fossil Library
of Amateur Journalism, Benjamin franklin Memorial, Philadelphia
--where his own collection reposes. (I sent it there after his
death, in fulfillment of his instructions.) I-Ac~ually, ~he pa~
tial J.>u~v-i.v-i.ng eo p u-c-no s: o~g-i.nal--06 LovecJta6~'J.> "rnJ.>-t~uctionJ.>
-i.n Ca.6 e. 06 VeceaJ.> e" n eou es t.e.d HPL' J.> AJ collection xo be 60JtwaJtded
~o Edw-i.n Hadly Sm-i.~h, -i.n whoJ.>e honoJt ~he AJ c.ollection -i.n Ph-i.ladelph-i.a wa-6 named a6teJt. (No~e by GeoJtge Wetzel) 1 :--H. Little-
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wit, Edward Softly, H. Paget-Lowe, Lawrence Appleton, John J.
Jones, Archibald XXXX (surname forgotten by HPL), Lewis Theobald,
Jr., Ward Phillips (from Howard Phillips Lovecraft)."
Ray Zorn, in 1949,6 unde-r "Pseudonyms of HPL" listed Humphrey Littlewit, Gent., Ward Phillips, Lewis Theobald, Jr., Augustus T. Swift, and Albert Frederick Willie.
Zorn gave no source
authority, but as Derleth contribute~ an article in a later issue,
presumably he was the informant.
Of t~e two HPL bibliographies compiled and published by Joseph Payne Brennan (both in 1952)7, one had the following "Pseudonyms Used by Lovecraft": Humphrey Littlewit, Ward Phillips, Richard
Raleigh, Edgar Softly, Augustus To Swift, Lewis Theobald, Jr., and
Albert Frederick Willie.
Brennan acknowledged receiving assistance
from Derleth in the preparation of his bibliography, so possibly
Derleth again was the source authority.
.
How much credence can we give to Derleth as a source authority?
In as much as he edited numerous letters of Lovecraft's for publication and knew from the lovecraft correspondents that letters
signed with certain pseudonyms (some of which were duplicated in
all the foregoing listings) were lovecraft's, he was certain at
least of the number that later appeared in the three volumes of
Selected Letters.
Is it possible that there are other Lovecraft pseudonyms, not
given in the foregoing? I would say yes, and offer the following
to support my contention:-Researching the HPL material at Brown University in 1958 I
wrote the following note along with others: "'Medusa: A Portrait'
(poem) written or dated Nov. 29, 1921 by Theobaldus Senectissimus,
Gent." (I believe it was a holographic MS.)
Some years later I purchased a December 1921 issue of The
Tryout containing a poem, remarkably of the same name but by-a"Jeremy Bishop". Eventually, in 1975, I got around to having the
librarian at the John Hay compare the first four lines of both to
see if they were identical poems. 8 They were.
He added that the
poe mal so a p pea red in" The Gallo m0 , " .N 0 v , 2 9, 1 92 1. / - TJu /.) -f. /.) the
/.)ame poem publ-f./.)hed by Tom Coll-f.n/.) a/.) Medu/.)a: A Po~tna-f.t -f.n Oct.

1975, a

p~vate£y p~nted

l-f.m-f.ted ed-f.:t1on booklet. (Note by VWM) 1

Then there is the pseudonym "Archibald XXXX (surname forgotten
by Lo ve c r a r t Jv " While researching old AJs (amateur journals) in
1951-52 I found an Archibald Maynwaring, and published two poems
of his in the Lovecraft Collectors Library.9 When Selected Letters
1 appeared in 1965 my guess was vindicated on page 108 by a Lovecraft letter signed with that full name.
Other Lovecraft psudonyms signed to letters are: L.P. Drawoh
(a mirror-reversal of Howard P.L.), Timon Coriolanus, Epicurus
Lackbrain
H.' von Liebkraft, Lothario Honeycomb, and Horace Philter
Moecraft. 0 Some of these just might have been appended to some
previously undetected AJ items.
An ambitious researcher might
well retrace my entire steps by looking for these names of which
I was not aware when I initially delved into the amateur press
collections of others.
DeCamp wrote me in 1975 that "I believe (without spending

r
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a day digging out my original outlines and notes) that the attribution of 'Zoilus' to HPL was on the basis of internal evidence
--his distinctive attitudes and the style in which they were set
forth.
I don't know of anybody else writing at that time who exhibited these characteristics."ll He was referring to my questioning of his listing of "The Vivisector" columns by Zoilus in his
HPL biography.12 Of course I agree with him in his hypothetical
conclusion.
Remarkably enough, when 'I initially perused these
Zoilus columns in 1952 I had a nagging sense of familiarity of
having read the style somewhere before.
The phrase "mechanistic
universe" in one of them caught my eye and conjured up a vague
suspiction from my subconscious that I felt was a jumping at conclusions.
(For only Lovecraft in his articles in the amateur
press appeared to be the sole user of that expression.) Now that
deCamp went out on a limb (which I forbore to do) I think I see
internal evidence which deCamp did not point to himself.
Zoilus states he is continuing "in the old private-critic
rut so well ploughed ... by Mr. Lovecraft," indicating both authors
used the same analytical approach. There also is effusive laudation of Galpin and several other Lovecraft friends in the columns.
Zoilus also exaggerately praises HPL as a genius, as a
writer whose stories surpass Dunsany's in one breath; then in the
next column, he belittles HPL by faulting the latter's plot in
"Arthur Jermyn" as too obvious and the main characters as wooden.
These two clashes of viewpoint suggest a deliberate tongue in
cheek attitude, perhaps even caricaturization.
In "The Dead Bookworm" Lovecraft derides Bookwarm's idiosyncrasies of temperance
advocacy, bibliomania, and pedantry.
In "On the Death of a Rhyming Critic," Lovecraft derides Macer for being an opinionated
egotist and a classical pedant.
As all these traits in both poems
were to an extent possessed by Lovecraft himself, we can witness
in them a rare example of a man both laughing at himself and admitting his own foibles.
In the "Vivisector" columns, Zoilus's
blunt criticism of HPL's fictional technique is a self-acknowledgement of weaknesses that later commentators have pointed out.
But Zoilus's praise of HPL as a genius mayor may not be taken as
a piece of unblushing conceit ••• /~The~e ~~ anothe~ l~ke£y expla-

nation 60~ the appa~ent c.la~he~ 'In the "V~v~~ec.to~" c.olumn~, name.ly that "Zo~lu~" wa~ a pen-name. u~ed not only by HPL but by othe.~~,
~n othe.~ wo~d~, a hou~e. name--a c.a~enul e.xam~nation on the. c.olumn~
~e.veal~ c.han9e.~ ~n ~tyle. c.on~onant w~th the hypothe.~~~ 06 two o~
mo~e au xho s» ~hating the "Zo~lu~" byl~ne..
P~obably the. pa.6~a9e.~
p~a~~~n9 HPL'~ wo~k~ we.~e w~tten by one. 06 h~.6 6~~end~, w~le.
typ~c.ally HPL took the. pe.n to mode.~tly be.~ate. ~~ own w~~tin9.6
-- a~ u~ual, HP L wa~ ~~ h.avu. h.e.s t c.titic.. (No t:e by VWMJ 7
In 1958 Willametta Keffer advanced the hypothesiS-that the
name "El Imparcial" was a Lovecraft pseudonym. 1 2 On what argument
or what written item she based her assumption is not known to me
as I have not been able to obtain a copy of her article.
Someone
still may turn up an item by EI Imparcial and reprint it so that
we may be able to make a tentative evaluation.
In 1956 Mrs. Keffer expressed her suspiction that James Laurence Crawly was another HPL pseudonym, basing her contention on
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its phonetic similarity to Ames Dorrance Rowley (or Rersley), a
However, in 1972 she withdrew this highly
known HPL pseudonym.
possible name, informing me that James laurence Crowley was a real
person and one with whom she had been in correspondence before his
death (and indicated that Crowley knew Lovecraft).13 All of which
is included he£e to spare someone from following an unproductive
false traiL L AppaJten.t.e.y HPL'.o woJtk.o. appeaJting un de« the "Am e e

VoJtJtanc.e RowR..!y" nom de plume weJte paJtod.<.e.o 06 po em» by CJtowR..ey.'
(Note by VWMJ /
L-S~R..l anotheJt p.oeudonym 06 HPL wa.o pointed out to me by
MJt. John StanR..ey~ A.o.ot. John Hay LibJtaJt.<.an~ dUJting a vi.oit to
PJtovidenc.e in Oc.tobeJt 1975: "Hammond EggR..e.oton," a joint pen-name
that HPL and RobeJtt H. BaJt.tow appended to the MS. 06 "CoR..lapf.>ing
COJ.>mo.oef.>," pubR..i.ohed in Leavef.> 11 and in The Mif.>katonic. 13.
NeveJttheR..ef.>J.>, i t .ohould be po~nted out that Kenneth W. Fa.ig had
aR..Jteady identi~ied tluJ.> p s eu do n qt» in kif.> liJ.>un9 06 Lovec.Jta.nt MSS.
appeaJting in Nyc.taR..opJ.> 6, in 1972. (Note by VWMlJ

Why did Lovecraft employ any pseudonyms? He stated himself
that "for my part I have always used my own name as a matter of
course ••• except for hackwork too poor to be acknowledged."14 He
was answering a Question about professional markets.
What is strange is that despite this statement Lovecraft
never used a pseudonym on any of his professionally published
stories, not even on his "Herbert West: Reanimator, II which he often
referred to in his letters as "hackwork." 15
On the other hand, a certain amount of his poetry published
in the amateur press under various pseudonyms is surprisingly good
and should have been nothing to be ashamed of.
One has only to
mention "A Cycle of Verse," "Th e Hou s e
and "Sir Thomas Tryout's
Lament for the Vanished Spider,1I for example.
If the bulk of his poetry, several prose-poems, and story
collaborations were pseudonymously authored because they were considered "hackwork ll , what conclusion might be drawn when we consult
compilations of his AJ appearances and discover (with two known
exceptions) that all his articles therein were signed with his real
name? Would it imply that Lovecraft'evaluated his articles as
serious work, work more than a cut above hackwork? The depth of
thought manifested in his philosophical articles obviously does
stand up even now, yet those articles pertaining to the esoterica
of amateur journalism are dated and hard to understand out of
their milieu.
There is evidence of other amateur press contributors indulging in the use of pseudonyms during the same time Lovecraft did,
which raises the Question: was the usage a current fad? And if so,
did lovecraft merely engage in his own pseudonyms as he was caught
up in that aspect of amateur journalism, as a sort of conformity,
fad, joke, or whatever the motivation to imitate?
Among the pseudonyms used by AJers were "Le s t e r KLr k " and
"Da me Gossip," by C.W. Smith in The Tryout; "El Lz a be t h Berkeley,"
used on prose and poems by Winifred Virginia Jackson (nee Jordan);
"Consul Hastings," under which Alfred Galpin wrote; and"Randolph
St. John,1I used by Rheinhart Kleiner. 16
j

"
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Despite the vogue of using pseudonyms among certain of the
amateur press fraternity (of which persons significantly enough
all were close friends of Lovecraft's--did he perhaps start the
fad with his epistolar nome de plume?), Lovecraft suddenly stopped
using them almost entirely after 1921. At least that is the conclusion that can be drawn from available bibliographic listings
of his AJ work.
But why? I think a conjecture might be formed after an
examination of the following quotations.
Helene Hoffman Cole wrote in 1919 that-"H.P. Lovecraft, Edward Softly and Ward Phillips suffered
a nervous collapse early in the year.
It will take considerabl~
more than that to incapacitate one. of the purest of amateurs.,,17
(George Wetzel's italics.)
Then George Houtain wrote of a trip to an amusement park with
Lovecraft in 1921:
"We all journeyed to Rivers Beach ••• Here Lovecraft ••• did the
85 foot drop switch-back three times in conclusion and complained
bitterly to the tameness of it all ••• Picture if you will the
philosophical form of one Henry Paget-Lowe, Edward Softly, Theobald,
Jr., H.P.L., popping out and bounding toward us. "18
And the columnist Zoilus wrote in 1921, letting the cat out
of the bag amidst a critique:
"Another than Lovecraft had recourse to a pseudonym to cloak
recent work ... "19
If friends (and himself--if Zoilus was indeed a Lovecraft
pseudonym) revealed that he was using paricular pseudonyms, then
there was no longer either any use or need to hide behind them in
print.
Nor was there any point in concocting new ones if some AJ
editor or writer later publicly unmasked him.
Before Lovecraft's employment of pseudonyms came to an end
he had attempted to create the fiction that two of them were real
entities by supplying fake biographies of them in the amateur press.
The first one was an "autobiography" anent Humphrey Littlewit:
"Tho many of my readers have at times observ'd and remark'd
a Sort of antique Flow in my State of Writing, it hath pleased me
to pass amongst the members of this Generation as a young Man,
giving out the fiction that I was born in 1890 in America. I am now,
however, resolv'd to ~nburthen myself of a secret which I have
hitherto kept thro' Dread of Incredulity; and to impart to the
Publick a true knowledge of my long years, in order to gratify
their taste of authentick Information of an Age with whose famous
Personages I -w a s on familiar terms.
Be it then known that I was
born on the family Estate in Devonshire, of the 10th day of August,
1690, (or in the new Gregorian Style of Reckoning, in the 20th of
August) being therefore now in my 228th year ••• "20
The second 'biography" to appear was that of Lewis Theobald,Jr.,
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" ••• Mr. Theobald ... is a scholar and poet of considerable
attainments, and was born a little over 35 years ago in Blavely
France, where his parents were living at the time.
When Mr.
'
Theobald was 10 years of age the family returned to England •••
Mr. Theobald ••• claims an even closer connection with English
letters ••• and says ••• the Lewis Theobald mentioned in Pope's
'Dunciad' was his great-grandmother'~ uncle.
Several years ago
Mr. Theobald came to America and acted until qUite recently as
third assistant librarian of the Providence Public Library where
Mr. Lo v e c r a f t made his a cqu a In t an c e v c I T Readercs ..Ln-teJr..e.oked
i

..Ln leaJr..n..Lng moJr..e abou-t -the oJr..-<.g..Lnal Lew..L~Theobald and LovecJr.. a6-t'.o
pJr..obable mo-t-<.va-t..Lon noJr.. adop-t-<.ng -th..L.o name aJr..e Jr..e6eJr..Jr..ed to R.
BoeJr..em'-6 exc.ulen-t e-6-6ay "Th e. F..LJr..-6-t Lew..L-6 Theobald, II ..Ln E-6.oay.o
LovecJr..a6-t-<.an (VaJr..Jr..ul Schwe..L-tzeJr.., e.d , ) nJr..om T-K GJr..aph,[c-6. (No-te by
VwMJ _I
If Lovecraft attempted to breath some life into Littlewit and
Theobald, he tried to a lesser extent with the Ward Phillips pseudonym.
In a 1921 issue of the United Amateur appeared a story by
Frank Belknap Long which was illustrated by no other than Ward
Phillips! And in the January 1919 issue of the National Amateur
Ward Phillips co-authored a letter with another HPL alias--Ed
Softly.
The pseudonymous Lewis Theobald publicly gave his age as 38;
but in private correspondence he apparently was an aged man, to
judge from his constant references to his friends as his grandchildren and to himself as "Grandpa Theobald." Lovecraft himself
admitted in 1927 2 2 that when younger (1920 or so?) he affected
"premature elderliness" in his clothing and speech.
The similarities between Lovecraft and Theobald are too obvious to make
comment, except to wonder if Theobald was his alter ego.
I long entertained a suspiction that the use of pseudonyms
by HPL may have been suggested to him by C.W. Smith, and that
Lovecraft started the fad among his friends in amateur journalism.
The basis for this is as follows: Smith wrote in 1943;
"About 1911 Edith Miniter wanted me to print a memorial to
Susan B. Robbins ••• my eyes were bothering me and I didn't think
they could stand the strain of setting type.
I chewed over the
matter some time and thought I can give my eyes a tryout anyway.
And that's how Tryout came to be named in 1914. Calling myself
Tryout was the suggestion of Howard P. Lovecraft.
One of my
letters to him was signed Tryout and it pleased him.
Since then
I have signed all my letters Tryout ••• "23
When Smith first signed himself Tryout in his letters is not
known, but presumably circa 1914.
With the meagre copies of Tryout
at hand I can only find the Dec; 1921 wherein he refers to himself
as "Tryout."
The earliest known use of the Theobald pseudonym occurred in
the Feb. 1916 issue of The Providence Amateur.
Smith at this time
was 64 years old and a grandfather.
The resemblance between Smith
and Theobald is suggestive but not certain.
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Where did Lovecraft obtain his pseudonyms? The late Jack
Grill (a great collector of anything Lovecraftian) wrote me (circa
December 1957) that-"the Eddys told me that HP got his aliases reading the odd
names on old tombstones while wandering around old graveyards. ,,24
What names they were we may never know.
I would guess ones
like Theobald and Littlewit. Others 'like Ward Phillips, Henry
Paget-Lowe, and L.P. Drawoh are merely variants fashioned from
HPL's r e aI name. As for Augustus To Swift, I have long thought
it arose from the "great (august, that is) Tf o m) Swift," a boy
hero whose books of scientific inventions were popular in Lovecraft's
da y.

1 The Fossil, July 1953; Keffer to Jack Grill (letter) Nov.
28,1958.
2 Lovecraft at Last, Willis Conover, 1975, page 30.
3 Selected Letters I, pp 56-60.
4 H.P. Lovecraft-A Tentative Bibliography, by Francis T. Laney
and William Evans, Winter 1943
5

"Pseudonyms of H.P. Lovecraft," by R.H. Barlow, The Acolyte,
circa 1943.
6

"Pseudonyms of HPL," by Ray Zorn, The Lovecraft Collector,
Jan. 1949.
7

H.P. Lovecraft: A Bibliography, by Joseph Payne Brennan, revised edition, 1952.
8 J 0 hn H. Stan 1 e y (B row n U. 1 i br a ria n) toW e t z e 1 (1 e t t e r ) ,
Au gu s t 25, 1975.
9

Selected Letters I, 1965, pp 86, 88, 112, 142, 144, 155, etc.

10 Lovecraft Collectors Library; Selected Letters I, p , 108.
11 DeCamp to Wetzel (letter), Sept. 5, 1975.
12 "The Vivisector," by Zoilus, The Wolverine No.9 (March
1921), No. 1 o (J un e 1 92 1 ), No. 11 ( Nov 1 921 ) •
13 Keffer to Wetzel (letter) Jan 23, 1956 and April 18, 1972.
14
Selected Letters I, pp 161-2.
15 Selected Letters I, pp 152, 157-8, 167, 201.
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16 The Tryout, July 1921; Laney-Evans biblio. Ope c i t c ,
Galpin to Wetzel Detter) Nov. 15, 1957; Keffer in The Fossil.
17
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19

"News Notes," The Tryout, March 1919.
National Tribute, August 1921.
Zoilus, The Wolverine, November 1921.

20 "A reminiscence of Dr. Samuel Johnson," The United Amateur,
Nov. 1917.
21
22
23

"News Notes," The United Amateur, March 1918.
Selected Letters I, p. 208.
Boy's Herald, Jan. 1943.

24 Grill to Wetzel (letter) circa Dec. 1957; also in
Huiloxopetl No.8, ed. Meade Frierson, 1972, p. 36
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COPYRIGHT PROBLEMS OF THE LOVECRAFT
LITERARY ESTATE
Who owns the H.P. Lovecraft literary estate? A great deal of
hearsay built up over the years names the late August Derleth as the
owner.
Sam Moskowitz said that "August W. Derleth had, shortly after
Lovecraft's death, acquired rights to most of the latter's works."l
James Warren Thomas (who wrote a master's thesis on HPL) believed that
Derleth and/or Arkham House apparently owned the rights. 2 Robert W.
Lowndes heard "some rumours about a hassle over the rights to Lovecraft
material, between Derleth-Wandrei and Robert Barlow."3 Manly Wade
Wellman wrote that he always supposed that August Derleth had some 4
sort of title to Lovecraft's writings, both finished and unfinished.
One or two Lovecraft scholars consider even now that Sonia Greene
Davis, Lovecraft's estranged wife, had the best legal claim.
Even
Derleth, I understand, immediately after HPL's death left the impression on others that she was Lovecraft's only heir and legal claimant
to his literary estate.
Others, like myself, desiring to either reprint or quote from
HPL's works were thoroughly confused as to whom to apply.
Asking the
wrong person and receiving permission, one still ran the risk of a
charge of infringement from some otheT claiment.
Then, this question
and its answer is of wide spread literary interest, considering HPL's
international status as a writer, to judge by all the foreign reprint
editions of his work.
Accordingly, I solicited statements and facts, at times unsuccessfully, by mail from parties I felt were informed on specif~ areas of
the question.
When I could, I also obtained photocopies not only of
pertinent legal documents, but relevant statements in published books
and magazines.
Finally, a great many visits were made to the U.S.
Copyright Office in Alexandria, Virginia, outside of Washington, D.C.,
where I obtained a great deal of information.
To begin with, Sonia Davis,and now her heirs--are they the only
legitimate claiments? Lovecraft married her on March 3, 1924. After
several years of marriage, they separated and Lovecraft filed for
divorce.
The record in the Family Court of Providence, R.I., states
that the case was heard on March 5, 1929, but "no final decree (was)
entered."5 The marriage was never dissolved.
Prior to his marriage, Lovecraft had drawn up a will on August
12, 1912, leaving his entire estate to blood relatives. 6 In most
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states marriage automatically revokes a will written by the husband
prior to the marriage. But Rhose Island is one of the few states where
it does not. 7 Derleth reversed his opinion regarding Sonia's claim to
the Lovecraft I iterary estate when he threatened action against her
some ten years after Lovecraft's death if she printed any of his personal letters to her.S
If the Rhode Island statutes are correct, we might likewise
discount her claim.
In order to evaluate other possible claiments, I
obtained ~hotocopies of both HPL's will and that of his aunt, Mrs.
Annie E. Phillips Gamwell.
Under Lovecraft's 1912 will, Mrs. Gamwell, the only surviving
heir named in it, came into possession of his entire estate, save one
small portion of it soon to be discussed.
In the estate's inventory
there was no listing of his literary property.9
During the few years Mrs. Gamwell outlived Lovecraft, she could
well have disposed oF hiS "mcopyrighted material verbally. But to dispose
of his copyrighted work She would have had to put it in writing.
As
there was no immediate way to determine this, I reexamined her will
for any clues. She died on January 29, 1941, with the court naming 10
Ralph Greenlaw as her executor, as Edna Lewis declined to officiate.
Her estate was divided in equal shares between Ethel Morrish and Edna
Lewis. Other than that, Mrs. Gamwell willed on..€.y her royalties from
The Outsider and Others to Derleth and Donald Wandrei. Nothing was
said therein about copyrights or unpublished material.
In reference to that will, Derleth later publicly stated that
"Mrs. Gamwell left a will in which the income from the Lovecraft
IV r i tin g was 1 eft to Do n a I d Wa n drei and my s elf. "11 When De r let hex pan ded the original article in which this statement is excerpted, and reprinted in as an Arkham House chapbook, he did not only not repeat
this statement, but the entire section of which it formed a part was
likewise expunged.
The statement by Derleth is inaccurate if the Gamwell will is reread, particularly the passage relating to Derleth and Wandrei, because
she made a specific bequest to them (royalties from the sale of The
Outsider and Others), and not "income from the Lovecraft writing-,-IIa statement that is misleading.
There is also the public disclaimer that Derleth made, apparently
for the record, in 1947, that "at no time (had he) claimed possession
or acquisition of the rights to H.P. Lovecraft work."12 This should
have clarified for all time the belief commonly held by many that Derleth owned the Lovecraft work.
But it obviously did not, and Derleth
was appraised of it in 1965, indirectly, by James Warren Thomas.
Maurice Levy, a French scholar, desired to utilize some portions
of Thomas' unpublished thesis, and presumably some of the unpublished
letters of Lovecraft's quoted therein. Thomas advised Levy to clear
permission to do so with Derleth, adding that it was his understanding
that Derleth owned the literary rights to the Lovecraft estate. 1 3
Thomas mailed Derleth a carbon copy of his own reply to Levy, so
that Derleth was aware of Thomas' belief that Derleth owned the Lovecraft rights. Derleth never bothered to write Thomas and refute this
misconception, if it was a misconception.
Hoping to comfirm the validity of Thomas' belief, I communicated
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with Forrest Hartmann, the executor of the Derleth estate. What excuse 1 used for my inquiry is not important. Hartmann responded in
1971 that the Lovecraft literary works were a part of the Derleth
estate. This claim was at variance with a growing suspicion 1 had
that Morrish and Lewis had the only rights to the Lovecraft ihghts.
A subsequent inquiry I made to Mrs. Morrish went unanswered.
Miss
Lewis'1 could not locate.
I pursued several other blind alleys, the nature of which are
not worth mentioning. Finally, I returned to Hartmann, and this time
told him right out that I was researching all relevant data regarding
the Lovecraft literary estate which 1 intended to couple at that time
with a biographical sketch of Lovecraft for Meade Frierson's HPL
tribute. I solicited from Hartmann the documentary basis upon-which
the Derleth estate laid its claim to the Lovecraft rights. l S He
refused to divulge anything.
Having exhausted at the time all private lines of inquiry, 1
now utilized the public records in the U.S. Copyright Office. There
I went through various file drawers containing Assignee/Assignor records, Copyright Registration cards, and Copyright Renewal applications,
plus their microfilms of documents perinent to copyright matters of
many types. What I discovered propounded more puzzles and questions.
To begin with, despite Derleth's disclaimer of acquisition of
HPL's copyrights in the fall of 1947, it must have been practically
on the heels of that disclaimer, to judge by the date of a certain
document in the Copyright Office (October 9, 1947), that he and
Wandrei had assigned to them by Weird Tales all its interest 11 • • • with
the exception of magazine serial rights according to previous agreement as registered copyright proprietors in and to the copyrights
of the following stories, all by Howard Phillips Lovecraft. .. " l 6
What followed was a list of forty-six stories,from which only "1m
prisoned with the Pharoahs" was lacking. 1 6
Every Lovecraft scholar to whon I either sent a photocopy of
this assignment or expounded upon its contents knew nothing of its
existence. Nor had I myself ever read a hint of its existence among
the magazines in the fantasy field, including Fantasy Commentator
wherein Derleth had so shortly before disclaimed ownership of any of
HPL's works.
To my knowledge Barlow, the purported literary executor of the
Lovecraft work, likewise never knew of this assignment. Derleth publicly referred to Arkham House in 1949 as representing the estate,
which m~~es no sense as there is presently no documentation to that
effect.
Was he basing this office of representing the estate on the
fact he had bought the Lovecraft copyrights from Weird Tales?
This assignment from Weird Tales to Derleth and Wandrei raises
many more kn ot t y questions. To begin with, how could Weird Tales sell
to Derleth and lVandrei (or anyone else, for that matter) the subsidiary rights to thirty-five of the stories on that list of forty-six?
To try to answer some of these questions, we must decide just
what Weird Tales'business policy was with respect to their writers.
Wellman wrote me that when Farnsworth Wright was editor, Weird Tales
bought all rights, though he never had any trouble getting them back
on request.lS
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The late Otis Adelbart Kline wrote that Weird Tales "bought all
rights, usually from the new writers •.• as they couldn't get away with
this with the writers who knew something about protecting their subsidiary rights ••• I insisted in my rights from the s t a r t l.? Kline, who
was a literary agent for Robert E. Howard, among others, recalled that
when the latter became better informed he demanded that Weird T~les
would henceforth get only his serial rights.
Info~mation on Lovecraft's copyright sales to Weird Tales and
other professional magazines comes entirely from the five volumes of
his letters.
Prior to 1926 Weird Tales bought outright all rights
to eleven of Lovecraft's stories. 20 There is no question from Lovecraft's own statement that beginning with January, 1926, he sold Weird
Tales only serial rights.
Additional proof that HPL retained his subsidiary rights appears
in other of his published letters. Thus he sold anthological rights
to three of his stories that had been originally published by Weird
Tales. 21 In lieu of money he accepted certain back issues of Weird
Tales in return for their reprinting certain of his stories.22 He also
retained the subsidiary rights to stories he sold Home Brew, for Weird
Tales paid him to reprint them. 2 3 HPL refused to sell Weird Tales the
radio rights to a submitted story along with the serial rights. 2 4
HPL told a correspondent that Weird Tales had " waived all book
rights on such material (of his) as had appear'd in W.T."25 Under the
circumstances, the book rights returned to him had to be those eleven
stories sold before 1926. This waiver of book rights amounted to a
license from Weird Tales to Lovecraft regarding them only; Weird Tales
still retained title to the remaining subsidiary rights of said
eleven stories.
On the basis of this waiver, Lovecraft could legally include any
or all of those eleven stories, along with any others, when he tried
to market a book collection of his stories to three different publishers.26
In the last years of his life, HPL allowed first Julius Schwartz,
tben Wilfred B. Talman, and then Derl~th to attempt to market a book
collection of his stories. Eventually Derleth used this marketing permission as a license to publish the two omnibuses of HPL's tales.
Derleth and Wandrei sold the movie rights to three HPL stories,
sold to them by Weird Tales, in 1965. They also sold the movie rights
to "Th e Colour Out of Space" that year, but I found no record of it
having been transfered to them by Amazing Stories or anyone else. Interestingly enough, "Th e Dreams in the Witch House" and "Th e Du n w i c h
Horror," two of the stories which they sold the movie rights to were
apparently in the public domain during 1965, as I found no record of
their copyright renewal later on in my investigations. 2 7
One writer on copyright law states that "Th e author, his widow ...
and children, executor ••• and next of kin are entitled to the renewal
right ••• Notwithstanding the fact that the original copyright is not
owned by the author but his assignee." 2 8 According to this, all the
stories that Lovecraft sold to Weird Tales after January, 1926, could
only have been renewed by himself, -or Sonia Greene Davis--he had no
children--so that the executor of his estate, Albert Baker, would have
had the next right, or lastly his next of kin (which is somewhat far
v
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fetched, as there does not appear to have been any once Mrs. Gamwell
passed on); and Barlow having the power as a literary executor, if
that office was legally recognized, which it appears it was not.
I went through the copyright renewal files at the Copyright
Office, and after checking about twenty Lovecraft stories published
originally in Weird Tales, and finding no renewal, I quit. Someone
was terribly negligent in protecting HPL material from going into the
pub 1 i c do ma.I n •
If Barlow alone had the power to renew the copyrights, his death
in 1951 would preclude him from blame, though the renewals should
have started that year. None the less, we should examine his claim to
the literary executor title anyway. Barlow's appointment by HPL rests
on a document that Lovecraft had titled "Instructions in Case of Decease,"29 and which Barlow described as a "manuscript memorandum,,30
and which technically might be termed as a codicil to HPL's 1912 will.
That document is of extremely questionable validity. It lacks
the formal construction as in the original will as required by law:
that is, it was not dated nor signed by witnesses. Worse yet, what
survives today is but a copy in Mrs. Gamwell's handwriting, not the
original holographic "Instructions," from which facsimile there appears
to be missing one, if not more, pages. Finally, the original manuscript
was never submitted for probate.
What powers this document contained--the testamentary distribution
of personal property and the collection of a pecuniary debt--clearly
infringed upon the testamentary provisions already conceded to Baker,
the executor of HPL' s 1912 will. Nowhere did the "Instructions" specifically instruct Barlow to sell unpublished manuscripts, renew copyrights, or take action against infringers--the chores one would associate with a literary executor. And if this were not enough to make it
totally impotent legally, there is the fact that Barlow was disqualified
by law as an executor of any part of the estate due to his being a
minor. The best that could be said of the document is that it was precatory.
I feel that Derleth read this document sometime during Barlow's
lifetime, or at least the facsimile made by Mrs. Gamwell, now in the
John Hay Library. This is because there is a note penciled on the reverse of page two by someone named "August" and addressed to a "Bob".
The note asks if certain manuscript fragments were complete stories
or plans for stories.
If Derleth ever saw this facsimile, it may have encouraged him to
dispute Barlow's claim to the literary executor office. That there was
a conflict of two persons attempting to exercise the perrogatives of
a literary executor to the Lovecraft work is made clear by Baker's
letters to Barlow regarding it. 3 l
If we could locate the complete holographic "Instructions," might
we not find on the pages or pages missing from the facsimile some
additional directives to Barlow establishing his powers of literary
executor more cleary than in the portion presently available? But where
to look for it? Mrs. Gamwell retained the holograph--what happened
to it?
I think that a clue might exist in the following excerpt of a
letter Steve Eisner wrote me:

2&

Am enclo~ing the p~omi~ed li~t 06 mate~ial that H. Dougla~
tu~ned ove~ to the Hay Lib~a~y. He acqui~ed much 06 it 6~om the

Dana
exe-

cuto~~ 06 the e~tate 06 M~~. Gamwell. She died, a~ you know, in 1941
and upon lea~ning 06 he~ demi~e, Dana went to the hou~e at 66 College
st~eet to ~ee i6 anything 06 value had been ove~looked when Ba~ow
went th~ough H.P.L.'~ pape~~ in 1937. You can imagine hi~ ~u~p~i~e
and con~te~nation when he 60und that the ~emaining Lovec~a6t pape~~
(among them dozen~ 06 manu~c~pt~) had been dumped in a la~ge pile on
the 61oo~ ~nd we~e about to be committed to the 6u~nace. A ha~ty deal
wa~ t~an~acted (1 believe 60~ $75) and Dana came away with a collecto~'~
coup. Howeve~, M~. Dana L.s not only a s cho co:«, but a t.nu e Lo v er: 06
book~. He made the enti~e acqui~ition available to B~own at ~oughly
h,U c.o s t., The unive~~ity he~itated, but eventually unw~apped enough oil
the ~ed tape to make the pu~cha~e. All oil the li~ted item~ a~e now a
pa~t 06 the Hay Lib~a~y Lovec~ailt Collection along with t.ho s e. depo~ited by Ba~ow.32

Could the holograph of the "Instructions" have been already placed
in that furnace and consumed just before Dana arrived? We have no way
of really knowing unless we could find and question that furnace stoker.
Dana, being deceased, is eliminated as a source of naming that person.
There exists some circumstantial evidence that Dana did retrieve
the "Instructions" holograph among his purchase; if so, then that document might have survived and is in the hands of a collector somewhere.
Part of the basis of this supposition is Eisner's own statement that
Dana sold the material to Brown at roughly his own cost--not exactly
his own cost. The implication of this is that it was less because he
held some things back.
The other half of this theory rests on the fact that Dana later
sold through his bookstore certain associational material pertaining
to HPL. Ken Faig once told me that a friend of his had purchased from
Dana's widow two letters of Whipple Phillips to his grandson HPL.
The late Jack Grill, a great collector of Lovecraftiana, related
to me in several letters descriptions of several unusual HPL items he
had collected: a letter to HPL from his grandfather, dated February
20, 1899; the holographic The Illustrated Scripture History for the
Young (c. 1897) made by HPL; a travel essay typed--claimed Grill--by
HPL himself on his old typewriter; and, even more provocative to my
theory, several "old original mounted" photographs of Winfield Lovecraft, the house in which HPL was born (relatives in the foreground),
and a snagshot of the old school where HPL's grandfather had been a
teacher. 3 3
Then there was another curious holographic item of juvenilia
made by HPL: his astronomic notebook which the late Dr. David H. Keller
obtained somewhere and later sold to Grill. 3 4
All of these items came from somewhere. And what more logical
place than from the Gamwell household where they had been retained as
family keepsakes? The "Instructions" document could well have been
among them and later rescued from the fire by Dana and sold by himself
or his widow.
Derleth, in the midst of a history of Arkham House, casually interpolated the information that "Robert H. Barlow, whom Lovecraft had
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named his literary executor (an obligation that came to Arkham
House after Barlow's death in 1951) ... "35 The question arises: by
what means was this so-called obligation passed to Arkham House?
Did Barlow pass it on to Derleth or Arkham House by some written
instrument?
I discussed Robert Barlow with his brother, E. Wayne Barlow.
Wayne wrote me that to the best of his knowledge his brother had
never transfered his executorship to anyone else. He also didn't
know wheth~r Robert left a will. Wayne added that both he and his
father waived all interest in Robert's estate so that the mother
received it. 36
Webb and Beanco explain "When a person dies without a valid
will, it must be determined to whom his property should descend •••
if there are no descendments and no surviving spouse, the entire
estate goes to the parents, brothers, and sisters."37
It seems fairly clear from the circumstances related by Wayne
Barlow, when collated with the Webb-Beanco quotation, that there was
an intestate distribution of Robert Barlow's estate--which is to say
that he left no will.
It is obvious that Derleth exercised some of the perogatives of
HPL's literary executor even while Barlow, the other literary executor,
was still alive. Derleth threatened a number of people he felt had or
might infringe upon Lovecraft's copyrights, the Corwin Stickney incident coming to mind immediately, followed by his admonitions to
Sonia Greene Davis who, in a black moment of bitterness at such a
refusal, burnt hundreds of HPL's letters to her.
Derleth exercised another perogative of a literary executor in
that he obtained publication for several unpublished Lovecraft manuscripts and his letters.
But the one perogative of an executor that Derleth never exercised was that of renewing the copyrights on HPL's published stories
and poems. To me that is indeed strange and makes no sense. Derleth
was certainly not ignorant of the legal and formal details necessary
to make copyright renewal. The renewal registration file in the Copyright Office attest to the fact that where his own fiction was concerned Derleth carefully saw to it that his work was protected and renewed.38 Was it because Derleth could not satisfy the Copyright Office
that he was legally recognized as the executor of HPL's literary
estate, Derleth assertions to the contrary?
It may seem anti-climatic to relate what I now did: I sent a fee
and a request to the Copyright Office for the name of the present
copyright proprietor of "The Rats in the Walls" and its renewal date,
if any. I desired authoritative verification of my own research in
their files that there never were any renewals on some twenty Lovecraft
stories published in Weird Tales which I had checked. By inference, my
own findings would suggest be extension that all other HPL stories in
Weird Tales lacked renewal.
The Copyright Office answered after several months, stating in
their certified search report that they could discover no renewal for
"The Rats in the Walls."39 As for its present owner, they listed as
possible assigneess/assignors the names of H.P. Lovecraft, Derleth,
Donald Wandrei, Weird Tales, and a host of other people whose only
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connection with the Lovecraft opus according to other Copyright Office
documents which I later looked up was their involvement in the sale
and bankruptcy proceedings of that magazine. 40
When I discussed this startling corroboration of my own copyright
research to a correspondent of mine, he argued that The Outsider and
Others, copyrighted in 1939, had been renewed in 1966 in a reprint
edition and that the HPL stories therein were thus still protected.
My debate with him over this and other points is worth repeating.
Copyright law is explicit about renewal as to when and only when the
original copyright can be renewed and extended. 41 A composite copyright such as the 1939 registration of The Outsider and Others could
not extend the duration of, say, for example, "DagOl:\"'whose original
copyright period of twenty-eight years began in 1923 and ended in 1951,
and could not be renewed ahead of time in 1939; but only in the year
1950.
To make my point furthur, I directed his attention to The Dunwich Horror and Others, collected and copyrighted by Derleth in 1963.
On the copyright page therein, "Th e Rats in the Walls" is listed as
having been copyrighted by the Rural Publishing Company in 1924, and
copyrighted as a reprint in 1939 and 1945 by Derleth and Wandrei.
These latter dates were on the new material and the composite copyright, not the renewal date of 1951.
Is "Imprisoned with the Pharoahs" part of the Lovecraft literary
estate? True, it was written by HPL. The story is reprinted in Marginalia (1943) with a footnote explaining that HPL had ghostwritten the
story for Houdini. The opening portion of the story was an account of
an alledgedly true experience Houdini swore occured to him and which
J.C. Henneberger of Weird Tales passed on to Lovecraft to be amplified
and formulated. 4 2
One Lovecraft letter speaks of this story as a collaborative
effort. 4 3 In a later letter he wrote "This story may appear without
my name. "44 The copy of Weird Tales I examined recently for ~~ay-June
July 1924 credited the story as by Houdini alone.
What was the financial relationship between Weird Tales and Houdini?
Old he pay them a part of the money p'aid to HPL just to have something
with his name on it, to satisfy his ego? (HPL called him "supremely
egotistical." 4 5) Somewhere in the last few years I read that Houdini
actually had a financial interest or investment in Weird Tales which
might explain some of the arrangement: that as part owner he could,
and did, ask for some work bearing his name to appear in the magazine.
Two other issues of Weird Tales preceding this one have stories purporting to be written by Houdini but which I now suspect were ghostwritten for him. 4 6
The next question is whether "Imprisoned with the Pharoahs" can
be considered as a work done for hire. Henneberger paid HPL $100 for
the manuscript but nothing was said if Houdini was paid a collaborator's
fee. 4 7
If done for hire (for Houdini), "There have been no test cases to
determine the court's attitude, but a member of the Copyright Office
once suggested that if the 'ghost' ••• is sought out by the author to do
the job for 'hire', he stands in the shoes of an employee." 4 8 A concurring opinion is that "the employer, not the creator of the work,
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owns the copyright, and is the 'propietor I of it. ,,49
Lovecraft stated that prior to 1926 Weird Tales bought all rights
from him. If "Imprisoned with the Pharoahs" was truly a collaborative
effort between Houdini and Lovecraft and not a job done for hire by
Lovecraft, we can be fairly certain then that Weird Tales bought it
outright as it did all other of HPL's stories prior to 1926.
On the other hand, why is it conspicuously absent from the list
of Lovecraft stories Weird Tales sold the copyrights to Derleth and
Wandrei in' 1947? There is a strong implication by all this that it was
a "done for hire" job and that Houdini, and now his heirs, own the
copyright to it. Though its copyright was not renewed separately it is
possible that it was protected under a later composite renewal of Weird
Tales in the 1950s.
Of the composite renewals of Weird Tales I checked the Copyright
Office files for the years 1951-1952-1953 and found the composite or
entire contents of Weird Tales for the issues April 1923 through March
1926. In 1954 they renewed nothing. In 1956 they renewed only the
April 1930 issue. I never checked the 1959-1960 years. Skipping to 1961
I found the January 1934 issue alone renewed. And from 1962 to 1967
they renewed nothing at all.
Another day I returned to the Copyright Office and read documents
pertinent to the sale and bankruptcy of Weird Tales. On October 3, 1952
Popular Fiction Publishing Company assigned the composite copyrights
of Weird Tales (March 1923 to October 1938) to Short Stories. That
company went bankrupt and an auction was held on September 13, 1955 at
which Marvin Isaacs in turn sold to Steinberg Press for $925 Weird
Tales and Short Stories, including their titles, bound volumes of past
issues, and their copyrights. Finally, on July 12, 1956, Steinberg
Press sold all the preceeding assets to Color Printing Corporation for
$100. 38 (The bound volumes of Weird Tales alone were a steal at that
p r Lc e , ) Excluding "Imprisoned with the Pharoahs," the copyrights to
all other Lovecraft stories had already been transfered to Derleth and
Wandrei in 1947 before the magazine owners went bankrupt.
.
My friendly antagonist, upon he~ring of my discovery of the composite renewals of Weird Tales, argued now that, despite the error of
the executor of the Lovecraft or Gamwell estate in overlooking the renewals, the actions of the new owners of Weird Tales had nevertheless
saved all the Lovecraft stories in that magazine from going into the
public domain. I now quoted him the following from Nicholson that a
good reason
••• in favor of the author's having the copyright in his own name •..
(was that) if the publisher becomes bankrupt a copyright in the name
of the author is not transferable to the receiver. 50
Weird Tales in 1947 sold all rights to Derleth and Wandrei for
forty-six Lovecraft stories. As already pointed out, Weird Tales was
in error in assuming they owned all rights to those forty-six stories.
Only in eleven of those stories had HPL sold them all rights prior to
1926, after which he had become wiser as to retaining subsidiary
rights. There had been a letter that passed between Weird Tales and
Derleth just previous to that 1947 assignment. A copy of it may exist
in the Derleth papers in the State Historical Society of Wisconsin.
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But no copy is in the Copyright Office files. That letter might clear
up whether or not Weird Tales considered Derleth and Wandrei as literary executors of the Lovecraft estate or just simply as buyers for all
the HPL rights in the free market place.
The fact that Derleth and Wandrei did not renew the HPL copyrights would point to their not qualifying as representatives of the
Lovecraft or Gamwell estate, Derleth's several assertions to that
designation to the contrary. But once the HPL copyrights were transfer e d , t h"e y were 0 u t 0 f 1 ega 1 tit 1 e 0 f Wei r d Tal e s , In my 0 pin ion t his
would then remove them from inclusion in the composite renewals of
Weird Tales of April 1923 to March 1926 made in 1951-1953, several years
after the 1947 assignment.
Are HPL contributions to magazines of the so-called amateur press
fraternity part of the Lovecraft estate? To attempt an answer, I must
precede it with some history. When I initially began my compilation
of some of HPL's AJ or amateur press appearances, I was immediately
struck by the obvious absence of a copyright notice. Having some
familiarity with copyright law, I jumped to the conclusion that their
entire contents were thus in public domain, without determining whether
they were "published" or "privately circulated."5l A result of this
conclusion was that I conceived the idea of selecting the best Lovecraft items and reissuing them in a booklet.
However, I had a temporary reluctance to proceed due to my recollection of the Corwin Stickney incident. I felt that Derleth was wrong
in that incident. Yet I had no wish to provoke a man that a professional writer like de Camp had likewise found to be bellicose. As a practicality, I asked Derleth in 1952 if he had any objections to my reprinting certain AJ material of HPL's. I included in my letter my observations that the specifically desired items were in uncopyrighted
amateur journals. When Derleth responded to my inquiry, he made only
oblique remarks about the lack of copyright on the AJs. Nor did he
demand a reprint fee from me.
This last seems strange in light of what de Camp's experience
with Derleth had been. De Camp s t a t ed of Derleth that "He demanded reprint fees even when the stories had long been in public domain. Anthologists (including the present writer) wishing to keep on good terms
with Derleth for the sake of future business, usually went along with
his demands."52
I do not think that Derleth let me off on the matter of reprint
fees which he charged others because he felt generous towards me. My
other experiences with Derleth incline me to the view that bec~use I
had done my research personally on those AJs, that Derleth did not desire to buck me and create an issue that would cause others to look
into my allegations of the vast amount of Lovecraft material existing
in public do~ain through its appearance in uncopyrighted amateur
journals.
The Stickney incident should be mentioned here for several reasons,
foremost being that it shows Derleth exercised the perogative of a
literary executor for which he apparently had no legal authority. Corwin Stickney was a fan who decided, upon hearing of HPL's death, to
publish a memorial chapbook of poetry in 1937. When it appeared, Derleth accused him of infringement of its eight poems by HPL. Moskowitz,
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who wrote up the story, was of the opinion that the items were in
public domain. 53
In rebuttal, Derleth replied that " a majority of the poems and
pieces published in fan publications under H.P. Lovecraft's byline
appeared previously in other magazines unknown to fan editors, and
many of them were and are under copyright." 1 2 Unfortunately for our
consideration, Derleth never identified those previously copyrighted
magazines .h e alluded to. Nor did he indicate if all or only some of
the Lovecraft items Stickney purportedly pirated were under copyright.
All of those items, however,' are listed in the Chalker compilation of HPL's printed appearances which Derleth had to have seen
since he published it in 1966 in The Dark Brotherhood and Other Pieces.
In the Chalker listing, all of the HPL items reprinted by Stickney,
save for "The Dweller," had originally appeared in magazines lacking
copyright. The professional, copyrighted appearances of the same items
according to the Chalker listing were later, post-dating Stickney's
use and the un copyrighted AJ appearances. Chalker's listing, accepted
by Derleth for publication, thus appearantly gave the lie to Derleth's
assertation that the items Stickney used were under copyright.
One last point: Derleth did have some limited control over some
Lovecraft material just before and after HPL's death--presumably a
license to market HPL stories in a book collection--but no authority
over any Lovecraft poems or articles to my knowledge.
On the copyright pages of both Beyond the Wall of Sleep (1943)
and Something about Cats and Other Pieces (1949), Derleth lists a number of magazines of the amateur journalism field as having copyright
notices and from which he reprinted certain Lovecraft items. In the
many years of my own Lovecraft bibliographic researches I have handled many a copy of these ~agazines, and I have never seen a copyright
notice in anyone of them, except perhaps Driftwind. I have no idea
why Derleth would want to mislead with fraudulant information, and can
only conclude that he relied on someone who fed him spurious data.
Just to be certain, I rechecked ceratin of those titles I rec~lled as lacking copyright protection, Dirk Mosig has a complete
file of The Fantasy Fan and wrote me that none of them contained copyrights. 5 4 He likewise had a complete xerox copy of The Phantagraph
for July 1937, containing "The Wall" and "Ex Oblivione," and states
that it also lacks copyright. 5 5
Hyman Bradofsky wrote to Mosig that his Californian issues were
never copyrighted. 56 Joseph Bradburn wrote me that his copy of The
Californian for Winter 1935 had no copyright. 5 7 All of the just-mentioned amateur journals were cited by Derleth as bearing copyrights
in Beyond the Wall of Sleep and Something About Cats.
For the sake of argument, let us assume that certain AJs that
Derleth listed were truly copyrighted, and that I or my quoted informants are in error. We then encounter the fact that some of them were
reprinted in other magazines that I contend also lack a copyright. If
this is true, we still have a situation damaging to Derleth's claim
of prior copyright protection. For if a writer allows his rights to be
infringed upon without offering protest, he loses them to the public
domain. And anyone who has researched the AJ field of 1915 to 1930
well knows that HPL was obviously aware of his work appearing without
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copyright protection therein, as his official duties in several
amateur press associations prove.
For example, a great many of his works were printed in the noncopyrighted The Tryout. Lovecraft himself disclosed that for some
years he had "been attached to the Tryout staff as rhymster, rhymecollector, historian, and proof-reader." 58
Derleth himself spoke of "lovecraft's contributions to such
amateur papers" and listed substantially a great many titles I too
call amateur papers. 59 Note Derleth's connotation of them as "amateur"
as opposed to "professional", which would imply a lack of copyright.
One place where Derleth appeared to be grossly mislead by someone else is the purported 1936 copyright by the Visionary Publishing
Company of The Shadow over Innsmouth, which Derleth lists in The Outsider and Others. I could never find any original copyright registration of this story at the Copyright Office under title, publishing
company, or its owner, William L. Crawford.*
What may also cause great consternation in some quarters is the
fact that about twenty stories printed and copyrighted by Weird Tales
had prior publication in various amateur journals. Weird Tales' later
copyright to the contrary, these stories were thus lost to the public
domain.
The question that arises is whether these AJs constituted "publication," that is "an authorized, unrestricted circulation, placing
60
on sale or subscription, or gratuitious public distribution of copies."
Or could they be described as "limited publication"? A court once defined this as meaning a work "that communicates the contents of a mss
to a definately selected group and for a limited purpose, and without
the right of diffusion, distribution, or sale is considered a llimited
publication' which does not result in the loss of the author's commonlaw copyright to this mss; but that the circulation must be restricted
both as to persons and purposes, or it cannot be called a private or
limited o ub l t c a t I o n
!
But were AJs a form of "limited publication"?
To help answer this I offer the following printed in one of them .
.C.W. Smith, editor and publisher of ,The Tryout, tried to encourage
other amateur papers to apply for cheap second class postal rated which
he thought they would have no difficulty in acquiring if they complied
with U.S. Government regulations: a paid in advance subscription list
and accepted advertisements. Subscriptions, of course, would make AJs
"publications". Smith concluded that The Brooklynite and The Woodbee
had already obtained second class rates. Lovecraft's work appeared in
these last two AJs.62
.
Seeking additional proof of this I wrote to Sheldon Wesson, a
former president of the National Amateur Press Association. He replied
that "the question of copyright status of material in the amateur
press has been the subject of conversation, but not intense exploration,
c

vv

* Author's Note: The National Union Catalog gives the copyright number
of The Shadow over Innsmouth as A 107619.
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from time to time. To the best of my knowledge, no legal test has
ever occured ••• Yes, amateur journals have been sold, from time to time.
A minority of publishers have put subscription prices on them, intending these to be paid by non-members; but have distributed same through
the association without charge. The official organ of the several
associations (such as The National Amateur, United Amateur, Fossil,
etc.) are customarily sold to non-members on a single-issue basis.
There have been a few subscriptions sold from time to time; but these
are few and irregular.,,63
I could have obtained a certified research at the Copyright Office
for every AJ that HPL was known to have appeared in, but the cost of
this would be financially prohibitive. So I have decided in February
1976 to once again do my own research. At the Copyright Office I
checked over their copyright registration files looking for these titles:
The Acolyte, Bacon's Essays, The Cali fornian, The Conservative, The
Fantasy Fan, Leaves, The National Amateur, The Phantagraph, The Scot,
The United Amateur, and The Tryout.
As I expected, I found no copyright registration under any of
their titles, except for The United Amateur, and that was only for the
June 1900 and September 1905 issues. Several were also checked under
the claiment: The Acolyte-Francis T. Laney; The Californian-Hyman
Bradofsky; The Tryout-Charles W. Smith; Leaves-Robert H. Barlow. Only
the Barlow magazine was copyrighted, and under his own name, not the
magazine title.
Can any"fair use" be made of the Lovecraft literary corpus?
Judging by past information, it was a path beset with pitfalls.
Fair use of copyrighted material has been defined by the courts
as that extra-legal use that is usual, reasonable, and customary.64
Fair use also has been defined as " a use of the copyrighted material
which is permitted by the law even though no express authorization is
granted by the copyright owner,,6) Among the reasons for fair use or
quotation is to provide background. "This has been described by the
courts as that casual use of quotation, usually music or verse, to
create an atmosphere ••• A springboard, or what Ladas, in his book on
International Copyright, calls 'a jumping off use'. It is the use of
one work as the inspiration and incentive for a second one. "66
The application of these definitions of fair use to HPL work
brings out some illuminating things. That particular part of the Lovecraft literary work of interest to us is what Derleth coined the
descriptive phrase lIthe Cthulhu Mythos."67 Other writers either borrowed from or contributed to its corpus. In speaking of these accretions
Derleth said If many of Lovecraft's correspondents added other deities
which Lovecraft welcomed gladly" and spoke of "the ready eagerness with
which Lovecraft invited other writers to add to the mythology."68
Derleth stated furthur that "It is possible to trace the original
inception o f'< f h t s mythology back through ••• Chambers, Bierce, and Poe. "69
Laney likewise said" Though the Cthulhu Mythos is rightfully credited
to H.P. Lovecraft, many other authors have also had a part in developing it-"70 He elaborated by giving the same historical list of contributors as listed by Derleth, but adding Arthur Machen. The literary
work of these contributors is now in the public-domain-a fact that I
cannot emphasize strongly enough.
Derleth admitted that "many another writer, with Lovecraft's [lermission, availed himself of facets of the Mythos for his own use.,,71
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The sum of all this is that it should be unquestionable that HPL
himself during his lifetime established the precedent of fair use regarding his Mythos, and even of countenancing others both borrowing
and adding to it. It was with great surprise that I learned in 1966
that Derleth said in a Mirage publication that "the title'Necronomicon'
is a literary property and may not be used without permission.,,72
Now the Necronomicon first appeared as a part of the story "The
Hound," copyright 1924. This copyright was not renewed in 1951. The
story's entire text, including the coined word "Necronomicon", would
then be in public domain.
In 1972, Hartmann informed Eva M. Brananmen, who had asked permission to use the "Necronomicon" in a story, that since titles could
not be copyrighted, there were no restrictions on her use of it.
In 1971, Hartmann informed E.P. Berglund that though the use of
the Cthulhu Mythos had previously been restricted, its wide use was
a reason to lift this restriction.
Another interesting question regarding use of the literary property "Ar k ha m" relates to Derleth himself. In 1939, Derleth and Wandrei
conceived the idea of Arkham House. The impression one gets from reading Derleth's own account of the choice of the name is that it was
decided upon by Derleth and Wandrei. There is no reference in Thirty
Years of Arkham House to asking Mrs. Gamwell for her permission to use
this literary property, nor a similar request to the Lovecraft literary
executor, Robert Barlow. If Derleth were still alive, it would be interesting to hear how-in view of the strictures he himself later put
on fair use of certain of the HPL literary corpus--he justified his own
fair use adoptation of "Ar k ha m" in the name of his publishing house.
Another copyright problem revolves around the question of the
pseudonymous material, both known and attributed to Lovecraft, in AJs.
I have devoted a while study elsewhere to this matter. However, assuming that some claiment to HPL's literary estate would decide that all
such material (the purported by scholars as well as the known) were
part of that estate, could they make it stand up in court? There does
exist some proof among HPL's letters that couple his authorship to
certain pseudonymous material. But what of the material merely attributed to HPL by scholars? How the courts would view such hypothetical
authorship and ownership is anyone's guess.
It is perhaps superflous to add that what portion of HPL's articles
I have seen in newspapers is in the public domain, as the majority of
newspapers are not copyrighted unless the individual contents are
accompanied by a separate copyright notice.
As to who owns or has the best claim on the Lovecraft literary
estate--those portions of it not in the public domain--the reader may
make his own conclusions based on the facts presented herein. However,
there is a final state of affairs to consider which speaks for itself.
In 1971, Hartmann warned me that any unauthorized use of HPL material would be at the user's peril, because that material formed a
part of the Derleth estate. Five years later, in 1976, Hartmann told
Mosiq that the Derleth estate did not get very upset about unauthorized
use of the HPL corpus. Why did Hartmann modify his position on alleged
infringers?
De Camp, in his biography of Lovecraft, quoted extensively from
both published and unpublished Lovecraft letters; and he only acknow-
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ledged Ethel Morrish (one of the two Gamwell heirs) as "giving permission to quote ad libitum from Lovecraft's letters.,,73
It is provocative to add that de Camp's opinined that "Derleth
also asserted questionable claims to the entire lovecraft literary
corpus. "74
Simultaneously with de Camp's challenge to the Derleth estate
is another by Conover in his lovecraft memoir where he also acknowledges receiving permission to quote from unpublished Lovecraft
letters from Mrs. Ethel Morrish. 7 5
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any unpublished writings by Lovecraft", page 9.
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